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Topics of Discussion

▪ Introduction

▪ Mobility assistive devices

▪ Over-the-road-bus compliance

▪ Equipment requirements

▪ Compliance for small companies

▪ Driver training

▪ Maintenance

▪ Reasonable modification

▪ Missed trips and denials

▪ Complementary paratransit

▪ Service animals

▪ Other service requirements

▪ ADA reporting requirements

▪ Best practices
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The Americans With Disabilities Act

▪ Where public transportation is provided, it must be made 

accessible for people with disabilities.

▪ Where no public transportation is provided, it is likely that no 

transportation exists at all for people with disabilities.

▪ Rural areas

▪ Quality of life/human cost is great

▪ Result could be institutionalization of people because 

of inadequate transportation for medical services

ADA REQUIRES ONLY THAT, WHERE PUBLIC 

TRANSPORTATION IS PROVIDED, IT MUST BE 

ACCESSIBLE FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES.
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Limited Transportation in Rural Areas

▪ Limited access to private transportation

▪ Limited accessibility requirements for individual vehicles, such 

as taxis

▪ Limited funding & restrictions on available funding

▪ Trip purpose restrictions, often limited to medical or other 

priority trip purposes

▪ Limited to people who qualify for specific programs

▪ Limited days and hours of operation

▪ Utilization of advanced technologies more limited in rural areas 

because of cost and expertise

▪ Limited awareness of transportation options

▪ Difficult to determine population needing transportation

▪ Large, diverse and constantly changing and moving
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Change in Rules that went into effect October 19, 2011.

Mobility assistive devices

 “The rule deletes the operational role of the common wheelchair 

design standard and deletes the sentence concerning “common 

wheelchairs“.

 The definition of wheelchair has been changed from any class 

of three or four wheel devices to any class of three or more 

wheeled devices usable indoors, designed or modified for and 

used by individuals with mobility impairments whether operated 

manually or powered.
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Mobility assistive devices
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▪ Requires transportation providers to carry wheelchairs and other 

mobility assistive devices and its user as long as the lift can 

accommodate the size and weight of the wheelchair and other 

mobility assistive devices and its user, and the vehicle can 

physically accommodate them unless doing so is inconsistent with 

legitimate safety requirements.

▪ A transportation provider cannot impose a limitation on the 

transportation of wheelchairs and other mobility assistive devices 

based on the inability of the securement system to secure the 

device to the satisfaction of the transportation provider.
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Mobility assistive devices (cont’d.)
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Segways or Other Power Driven Mobility Assistive Devices (OPMDs)

▪ “Transportation providers should accept such devices  in most 

cases. Only if the transportation provider can demonstrate with 

respect to a particular type of vehicle or contrary to legitimate 

safety requirements could it be appropriate for a transportation 

provider to deny transportation to the OMPD and its user”.

▪ “Legitimate safety requirements” must be based on actual risks, 

not on mere speculation, stereotypes, or generalizations about 

individuals with disabilities or about the devices they use for 

mobility purposes.
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Mobility assistive devices (cont’d.)
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Mobility assistive devices (cont’d.)
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Mobility assistive devices (cont’d.)
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▪ According to the Final Rule:

− “The Department of Transportation is not contemplating any 

actions that would require transportation providers and 

manufacturers to modify existing vehicles or design.”

− “The Department continues to believe that standards based on 

Access Board Guidelines for transportation vehicles are the 

appropriate guidelines for requirements pertaining to the design 

and construction of vehicles.”
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Effect on existing vehicles
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▪ Research ramp/lift types and their measurements.

▪ Options for information include lift manufacturers and bus builders.
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Ramps and lifts
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Ramps and lifts (cont’d.)
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Ramps and lifts (cont’d.)
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Over-the-Road Bus Compliance
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Over-the-Road Bus Compliance (cont’d.)

▪ Intercity carriers must accommodate people with disabilities.

▪ Must acquire or lease accessible vehicles.

▪ Alternative compliance requirements established for small 

businesses.

▪ Curbside carriers required to comply.

▪ DOT may suspend, amend or revoke a motor carrier’s 

registration for failure to comply with ADA regulations.

▪ FTA and Civil Rights Division of DOJ officially cooperate in the 

implementation and enforcement of the public transportation 

provisions of the ADA.
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Compliance Gaps & Barriers to Accessibility

▪ Improperly maintained vehicles and ramps

▪ Announcing stops

▪ Bus drivers passing people by

▪ Wheelchair and scooter securement measures inadequate

▪ Trip denials

▪ Timeliness of service
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Equipment requirements

Fixed Route Companies:

Must ensure that: (1) each new OTRB purchased or leased for 

fixed route service is accessible; and (2) the entire fixed route 

OTRB fleet consisted of accessible buses by October 29, 2012.

Demand Responsive and Mixed Companies:

A demand responsive OTRB must provide  service in an 

accessible bus to passengers with disabilities on a 48 hour 

advance notice basis.

OTRB companies that provide mixed service must meet the 

requirements for both fixed route and demand responsive 

segments of their service.
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Alternatives for small companies
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Alternatives for small companies (cont’d.)

Small Fixed Route Companies

If a small entity  operates a fixed route system, and purchases  or 

leases a new OTRB for in contemplation of that system, it must do 

one of the following two things:

1. Ensure that the vehicle is readily accessible to and usable by 

individuals with disabilities including individuals who use 

wheelchairs: or

2. Ensure that equivalent service , as defined in Sec. 37.105 is 

provided to individuals with disabilities, including individuals 

who use wheelchairs. Too meet this equivalent service 

standard, the service provided by the operator must permit a 

wheelchair user to travel in his or her own mobility aid.
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Alternatives for small companies (cont’d.)

Small Demand Responsive Companies

Small demand responsive companies must provide accessible 

service with passengers with disabilities on a 48 hour advance 

notice basis. However, such companies are not required to 

fundamentally alter reservation practices or displace other 

passengers in order to meet these requirements.

Small Mixed Companies

Small mixed service OTRB companies can meet the alternatives 

to the general rule for both small fixed route OTRB companies 

and small demand responsive OTRB companies by providing 

accessible service within 48 hours. Doing so allows such 

companies to comply with one set of requirements for all provided 

services.
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Driver training

Each public or private entity which operates a fixed route or 

demand response system shall ensure that personnel are trained 

to proficiency, so that they operate vehicles and equipment safely 

and properly assist and treat individuals with disabilities who use 

the service in a respectful and courteous way, with appropriate 

attention to the difference among individuals with disabilities.
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Driver training (cont’d.)
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Maintenance of accessible features

Public and private entities providing transportation services shall 

maintain in operative condition those features of facilities and 

vehicles that are required to make the vehicles and facilities 

readily accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities. 

These features include, but are not limited to, lifts and other 

means of access to vehicles ,securement devices, elevators, 

signage and systems to facilitate communications with persons 

with impaired vision or hearing.

Accessibility features shall be repaired promptly if they are 

damaged or out of order. When an accessibility feature is out of 

order, the entity shall take reasonable steps to accommodate 

individuals with disabilities who would otherwise use this feature.
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Reasonable Modification

Make reasonable modifications/accommodations to policies, 

practices, and procedures to avoid discrimination and ensure that 

programs are accessible to individuals with disabilities . . .

. . . unless the modified policies result in an undue burden or a 

fundamental alteration of the program.

Obligations include:

▪ Providing a complaint procedure

▪ Providing an accessible procedure for requesting 

accommodations
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Requesting a Modification

How individuals should request a modification:

1. Describe what is needed in order to use the service

2. Not required to use the term “reasonable modification” when 

making a request. 

3. Whenever feasible, make the request and respond to the 

request before the transportation provider is expected to 

provide the modified service. 

4. Where a request cannot reasonably be made and determined 

in advance, operating personnel of the entity should 

nonetheless make a determination of whether the modification 

should be provided at the time of the request. 
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Missed trips and denials

Denied Trip:

When a provider declines to schedule an eligible rider.

Any trips that the transit system is unable to provide whether it’s 

one leg of a multi-legged trip, and the passenger is therefore 

unable to take any of the requested trips, all of those must be 

recorded as denials.

Missed Trip:

When a provider schedules a trip and the vehicle never arrives or 

arrives outside of the pick up window, and the passenger does not 

take the trip.
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Reasons for Denying a Modification Request

Requests for modification may be denied only on one or more of the following 

grounds: 

1. Granting the request would fundamentally alter the nature of the entity’s 

services, programs, or activities.

2. Granting the request would create a direct threat to the health or safety of 

others. 

3. Without the requested modification, the individual with a disability is able to 

fully use the entity’s services, programs, or activities for their intended 

purpose. 

A request for rides on a specific type or style of vehicle could be denied, for 

example, if the normal operation of the provider is to use a mixed fleet with no 

guarantee that specific vehicles can be assigned to specific routes or trips. In 

contrast, some providers make an effort to provide a specific type vehicle for 

most trips but advise the customer that it is not guaranteed for a specific type of 

vehicle to be available for all trip requests.
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Direct threat

The Rule adds “Direct Threat” to the definitions in 49 CFR Part 

37.3.

Direct Threat means a significant risk to the health or safety of 

others that cannot be eliminated by a modification of policies, 

practices, procedures, or by the provision of auxiliary aids or 

services. 
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Reasonable Modification Examples

▪ Reasonable modification to policy examples can be found in 

U.S. DOT ADA Regulations at Appendix E to Part 37—

Reasonable Modification Requests. 

▪ Flexibility in perspective is helpful. 

▪ Examples of reasonable modifications: 
▪ Allowing food or drink on a vehicle for a customer who is diabetic. 

▪ Allowing operators to handle the fare for a customer who has a 

disability that makes fare payment difficult or impossible. 

▪ Stopping a bus away from the bus stop so a person in a wheelchair 

can avoid obstructions at a boarding location due to construction or 

snow and ice. 

▪ Demand response drivers may need to adjust their policy of curb to 

curb service to door to door service for the customer that needs 

assistance to the door to complete their trip.
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Complementary paratransit service
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Complementary paratransit service (cont’d.)

The entity shall provide complementary paratransit service to origins 

and destinations within corridors with a width of three fourths of a mile 

on each side of each fixed route.  The corridor shall include an area 

with a three-fourths of a mile radius at the ends of each fixed route.

The entity may negotiate pick up times with the individual, but the 

entity shall not require an ADA eligible individual to schedule a trip to 

begin more than one hour before or after the individual’s desired 

departure time.

The fare for a trip charged to an ADA paratransit eligible user of the 

complementary paratransit service shall not exceed twice the fare 

that would be charged to an individual  paying full fare (i.e. without 

regard to discounts) for a trip of similar length , at a similar time of day 

on the entity’s fixed route service.
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Complementary paratransit service (cont’d.)
Personal Care Attendants are not to be charged.

The entity shall not impose restrictions or priorities based on trip purpose.

The service must operate the same hours and days of the fixed route service.

Capacity Constraints – The entity shall not limit the availability of complementary 

paratransit service to ADA paratransit eligible individuals  by any of the following:

1. Restrictions on the number of trips an individual will be provided;

2. Waiting lists to access the service; or

3. Any operational pattern or practice that significantly limits the availability of 

service of ADA paratransit eligible persons.
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Service Animals
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Service Animals (cont’d.)

▪ There is often confusion because of differences in the 

definitions of Service Animals of the U.S. Department of 

Transportation and the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ). 

▪ For vehicle operations, DOT rules apply for both public and 

private providers. 

▪ The DOJ regulations apply to any areas where the public is 

permitted go and apply to Title II (State and Local 

Governments) and Title III (Places of Public Accommodation) 

entities.
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Service Animals (cont’d.)

No change has been made to the definition of “Service Animals”, 

existing DOT definitions continue to be in effect.

Therefore entities covered by this rule should not change their 

policies on the basis of the Department of Justices (DOJ) Final 

Rule (issued September 15, 2010 and effective March 15, 2011) 

(75 FR 56163).

The Department may consider in the future whether to propose 

changes to Part 37 to parallel the new DOJ definitions.
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Service Animals (cont’d.)

▪ Service animals can ride on lifts but must be under control of 

the customer to protect the animal and harness from moving 

parts of the lift. 

▪ There are no national certification processes for identifying 

service animals. 

▪ Transportation providers cannot require: 

▪ A certificate

▪ Identification card

▪ Note from a physician

▪ The animal to wear a vest or other identifying gear 

▪ Any limitation on the type of animal
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Service Animals—DOT Requirements

▪ The DOT definition states, “Any guide dog, signal dog, or other 

animal individually trained to work or perform tasks for an 

individual with a disability.” 

▪ Tasks include but are not limited to: 

▪ Guiding individuals with impaired vision 

▪ Alerting individuals with impaired hearing to intruders or 

sounds 

▪ Providing minimal protection or rescue work 

▪ Pulling a wheelchair or fetching dropped items 
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Service Animals—DOJ Requirements

▪ DOJ defines service animals as dogs that are individually 

trained to do work or perform tasks for people with disabilities.

▪ Tasks include:

▪ Guiding people who are blind 

▪ Alerting people who are deaf 

▪ Pulling a wheelchair 

▪ Alerting and protecting a person having a seizure

▪ Reminding a person to take prescribed medications

▪ Calming a person with Posttraumatic Stress Disorder 

(PTSD) 

▪ Other duties needed by the person with disabilities
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Service Animal Policy Examples

▪ Transit providers may have a policy that service animals must 

not occupy a seat. In general, service animals are trained to 

stay at a rider’s feet or under a seat. 

▪ There is no limit to the number of service animals that a 

customer could bring on a bus. If the animal meets the 

definition of a service animal and is under control of the owner, 

a provider should allow more than one service animal to board. 

Some service animals provide assistance at locations away 

from the bus. 
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Passenger Assistance: Drivers

Assistance from the driver is often vital to ensure that the trip can 

be made successfully by passengers with disabilities. 

▪ Drivers should be trained to assist passengers and be 

sensitive to disability etiquette when interacting with 

people. 

▪ Mental disabilities are particularly challenging and can 

be mistaken for someone under the influence.

▪ Good customer service begins with drivers who make it 

part of their routine to assist passengers. 
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Passenger Assistance: Lifts & securement systems

▪ Personnel shall assist individuals with disabilities with the use 

of securement systems, ramps and lifts. 

▪ If it is necessary for the personnel to leave their seats to 

provide this assistance, they must do so.

▪ Required to ensure that personnel are trained to proficiency, as 

appropriate to their duties, so that they operate vehicles and 

equipment safely and properly to assist individuals with 

disabilities in a respectful and courteous way. 

▪ On a vehicle which uses a ramp for entry, the driver may 

have to assist in pushing a manual wheelchair up the ramp 

(particularly where the ramp slope is relatively steep). [This 

may] involve a driver leaving his seat.
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Other service requirements

On Fixed Routes – Operators must announce transfer points, 

major intersections, major destinations, and route number and 

route name at points where more then one route serve the same 

stop.

All vehicle operators and other personnel make use of 

accessibility-related equipment or features required by part 38 of 

this title.

Have adequate information in accessible formats.
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Other service requirements (cont’d.)

Shall not refuse to permit a passenger that uses a lift to disembark 

from a vehicle at any designated stop, unless the lift cannot be 

deployed or the lift would be damaged if it is deployed , or 

temporary conditions at the stop, not under control of the entity, 

preclude the safe use of the stop by all passengers.

Shall not prohibit an individual from traveling with a respirator or 

portable oxygen supply.

Adequate room must be allowed for boarding and alighting.
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Other service requirements (cont’d.)

When an individual with a disability enters a vehicle, and because of a disability, 

the individual needs to sit in a seat or occupy a wheelchair securement location, 

the entity shall ask the person who’s occupying a priority seating area to move 

in order to allow the individual with a disability to occupy the seat.

In all signage designating priority seating areas for elderly persons and persons 

with disabilities, or designating wheelchair securement areas, the entity shall 

include language informing persons sitting in these locations  that they should 

comply with the requests by transit provider personnel to vacate their seats to 

make room for an individual with a disability. 

This requirement applies to all fixed route vehicles when they are acquired by 

the entity or to new or replacement signage in the entity’s fixed route vehicles.
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ADA reporting requirements

DOT ADA reporting regulations require OTRB submit three types of reports 

annually by the last Monday of October for the period of October 1 of the prior 

calendar year to September 30 of the current calendar year.

▪ Annual Summary Report of Individual Accessible/Equivalent Service 

Requests and Responses/Service Provided:

▪ Company Contact Information.

▪ The number of requests for accessible and/or equivalent service made 

during the time period from October 1  of the prior calendar year 

through September 30 of the calendar year when the report is 

submitted.

▪ The number of times that a request for an accessible bus was satisfied 

or equivalent service was provided.
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ADA reporting requirements (cont’d.)

Fixed Route OTRB Company’s Annual Lift Use Summary

Large and small fixed route OTRB companies must submit an annual report that 

summarizes the number of passengers with disabilities who use the lift to board 

accessible buses in a given 12 month reporting period. Demand Responsive 

and mixed service OTRB companies are not required to submit this report.

Annual Report of OTRB’s Purchased/Lease and Overall Fleet Data

▪ Company Contact Information.

▪ Total number of buses in the company’s fleet.

▪ Total number of accessible buses in the company fleet.

▪ The number of new and used buses purchased or leased during the time 

period from October 1 of the prior year through September 30 of the 

calendar year when the report is submitted.
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ADA reporting requirements (cont’d.)

▪ Number of new accessible buses purchased during the time 

period.

▪ Number of used accessible buses purchased during the time 

period.

▪ Number of new accessible buses leased during the time 

period.

▪ Number of used accessible buses leased during the time 

period.
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ADA reporting requirements (cont’d.)

Service Request Record Keeping

All OTRB companies are required to document all individual 

requests for accessible or equivalent service they receive. Each 

request must be documented in a manner that records the 

following information:

▪ Company Information.

▪ Passenger Information.

▪ Scheduled date(s) and time(s) of the trip.

▪ Location(s) of need for accessible bus or equivalent 

service as applicable.
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ADA reporting requirements (cont’d.)

▪ Was accessible bus or equivalent service as applicable 

provided for trip(s)? Yes or No?

▪ Was there a basis recognized by U.S. Department of 

Transportation regulations for not providing an accessible bus 

or equivalent service as applicable for the trip(s)? Yes or No?

▪ OTRB companies must provide a copy of the completed 

Service Request Form to the passenger and retain a copy for 

five years.
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ADA reporting requirements (cont’d.)

All Reports Must be Mailed to the Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration (FMCSA) at:

Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration

Office of Information Management MC-RIS

1200 New Jersey Avenue

Washington, DC 20590
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Improving Public Transportation

▪ Increased funding

▪ Information technology to improve service delivery

▪ Expansion of lift- and ramp-equipped buses

▪ More accessible fare-collection technology

▪ Increased accessible information

▪ Higher quality vehicles
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Best Practices

▪ TRAINING, TRAINING, TRAINING

▪ Public awareness

▪ Posters, brochures, website, stickers

▪ Written policies & procedures

▪ Internal incident reporting and investigation

▪ Customer complaint process & follow-through
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Any Questions?
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Contact Information:
Jeff Waxman

Illinois Department of Transportation

69 W Washington St., Suite 2100

Chicago, Illinois 60602

Phone: (312) 793-5232

e-mail: jeffrey.waxman@illinois.gov

Tricia A. Martinez

Greyhound Lines, Inc.

350 N. St. Paul St.

Dallas, Texas 75201

Phone: (214) 849-7170

e-mail: tricia.martinez@greyhound.com
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